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1.21 billion people, 1 reason to smile- congrats 
to all Indians, after 1983 we again got the World 
Cup.We proud to be Indians.

Kamil is going back to Poland, after finishing his 
internship at Jaypee. We wish him all the best for 
his future.

It’s April, and 14th of April is the Bengali New It’s April, and 14th of April is the Bengali New 
Year, so wish you all a “SUBHO NABO BARSHO”.

Everyone at Jaypee celebrated Holi last month. 
Check out the snaps.

Mr. Basu just came back from his USA trip and 
shared some moments from his trip with us.
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Q:  Two places you would like to visit again?

A:  MUMBAI & DIGHA

Q:  What has been the turning point in your life?

A: EDUCATION OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

Q:  Two people you are admiring the most?

A:  MY GRANDMOTHER & MY DAD

Q:  Two things you want to change in your workplace?

A:  DISCIPLINE & DISCIPLINE

Q:  Two things you like about your job?

A:  BUILT UP NEW SOCIETY & MEETING NEW PLACE

Q:  Two things you can’t do without?

A:  MY FAMILY & FRIENDS

Q:  Two things that you like about weekends?

A:  SPENT TIME WITH MY FAMILY & READING BOOK

Q:  Two books on your must read list?

A:  TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD – JOHN REED & SHRIKANT –   
    SHRAT CHANDRA CHATTYPADHAY

Q:  Two things that you have learnt from work/real life?

A:  APPLICATION & DISCIPLINE

Q:  Two things that your education/training has taught you?

A:  KNOWLEDGE & APPLICATION

“We are what our thoughts have made us; so take care about 
what you think. Words are secondary. Thoughts live; they 
travel far.” 

Quote of the Month

Mr. Sujay Bagchi

Swami  Vivekananda 

Civil Engineer



Answers of previous quizz:

The winner of March is
Madhulina Banerjee

Q1.  What is the Asamese New Year Known as ?   

Q2. Bestu Varas is the New Year of which state of India? 

Q3.  Name the Malaylam New Year? 

Q4. What is the name for the Tamil New Year? 

Q5. Uradi is the New Year for whom? 

Q6. Lossong the Sikkim New Year festivities are marked by 

      the most popular Lama Dance what is it known as? 

Q7. On the occasion of Bengali New Year, Bengali businessmen purchase 

  new accounts books and prepare new accounts what is it known as ? 

Q8. Diwali is the New Year for which Community?  

Q9. Name thew Punjabi New Year? 

Q10. The name of the month Baishakh in the Bengali calendar 

    has been derived from the name of which star? 

Indian New Year

India is a culturally rich country. Different regions follow different cultures and so 

the New Year traditions also vary. Every Indian state has its own history behind the 

New Year celebrations. People in various parts of the country celebrate New Year as 

per their traditional calender. One can see vibrant colors and distinctive features of 

these celebrations. 

So what are you waiting for,
send me your answers …shreemonti@jaypee.in, 
and get your name published in your newsletter.and get your name published in your newsletter.

1.  Holika
2.  Hiranyakaship
3.  Gulaal
4.  Bhaang
5.  Yellow
6.  Pralhad
7.7.  Lord Krishna 
8.  Lord Vishnu
9.  Rangpanchmi
10. Basanta Utsav



Dear Jaypee Colleagues, 

It has been one year since I did my first step in Kolkata and joined Jaypee. It was a time of 

incredible adventures, unforgettable memories and unbelievable experiences. 

I came as an average tourist and I am leaving this country as “half-Indian”. The only thing I can I came as an average tourist and I am leaving this country as “half-Indian”. The only thing I can 

regret is that I haven’t explored India deeper, that I haven’t met all of you guys. For one year I 

have been working here in Kolkata on A.J.C Bose Road next to two amazing people:  

Shreemonti and Shobhit who introduced me the most to the Indian culture and most of all – 

the food, which I love. 

But they are not the only persons I worked with, I enjoyed every day chats with Mr. Basu, very But they are not the only persons I worked with, I enjoyed every day chats with Mr. Basu, very 

sophisticated conversations in Hindi with Khan, smile of Shanto and Mrs Ratna every morning, a 

bit of fun with Mr. Thomas and Dipankar – our great marketing guys, Sanjay, especially every 

first day of the month ;), Anasua and Madhulina who make a fresh atmosphere in the office, 

discusses with Mr. Boral, people who I met in Mumbai during the bC India in February and had 

wonderful time with them, people who I met in factory on Mumbai Road during my short visits 

in this place and people who I have never met  who work for Jaypee! Thank you guys for making 

my every day in India so special, for making me feel like at home! my every day in India so special, for making me feel like at home! 

Special thanks sending to the Boss Aditya and the Big Boss Mr. Jay Mehta for giving me 

opportunity to come here and stay with Jaypee so long, I hope that I contributed to the family 

with my work and ideas and you can be content with what I have done as much as I like working 

here.

If you have an occasion for the vacation in Europe I encourage you to visit my country, Poland 

and be my guest there (till August of course, after that time I’m coming back here ;) !!!  

If anyone of you wishes to contact me, please find me on facebook, I would be happy to hear 

from you!!!

Congratulations India for the winning the ICC World Cup Cricket!!!

Kamil Pawlowicz

by Kamil
Some words for you!!



24th
17th

16th

28th

25th

the Birthdays celebrate

In April

Mr
Dipankar Saha

Jr. Civil Engineer

4th

Mr
Saifuddin Khan

Welder cum fitter

28th 7th

Mr
Manash Ghosh

Jr. Civil Engineer

29th

Mr
Shobhit Chandak

Manager Finance


